Abstract

Objectives: To disassemble design information into parts assets to solve the problem of software production method and to reduce duplicate development costs due to domain changes. Methods/Statistical Analysis: To solve this, the study tries to create parts asset for reusing domain design information in the design process that is independent to the development environment. Findings: Also in the design process, predesigned design information to apply reuse of parts assets and the reuse of this architecture level that can accommodate this is difficult. Therefore to reuse design information in the design process, there needs to be abstracted architecture information platform independent from development environment. Also it needs to be based on well-designed architecture that can support design of application domain. Therefore the study used a DMI structure that can formally express the design information of architecture level platform and application domain. Therefore the study defined a method of creating component assets of design information to store architecture design designed by designer in DMI as parts assets. Improvements/Applications: Thereby it was made possible that design information of designer is configured as PLE asset in the extractive method and also it was made possible to synthesize and reuse.
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1. Introduction

Reuse and automated production of software has been very difficult to satisfy various demands. Also effective development method to solve this has been continuously sought after and there are many researches for resolving these problems about software system reuse and automated production. Also rather than the demand of reuse of code in the process of system development, design information reuse of the process of abstract design process has increased. Code reuse increased the problem of low rate of reuse in readability and dependency on development environment.

To solve this, the study tries to create parts asset for reusing domain design information in the design process that is independent to the development environment. However in the design process, there is need for parts needed in the architecture and application domain of domain that is the target of design. In the end, well defined and structured design information that can be reused by new designers is not provided and also there is no support for environment where provided design information can be synthesized to expand design information. Also in the design process, synthesizing predesigned design information to apply reuse of parts assets and the reuse of this architecture level that can accommodate this is difficult. Therefore to reuse design information in the design process, there needs to be abstracted architecture information platform independent from development environment. Also it needs to be based on well-designed architecture that can support design of application domain.

Therefore the study used a DMI structure that can formally express the design information of architecture level platform and application domain. DMI stores design information by disassembling into parts assets in the design process of high abstraction level and to enable synthesis of this, meta model was expressed using XMI. Therefore design information is stored as parts assets expressed as formalized meta model using XMI and it was made so that this can be synthesized and the design information reused to design. Also DMI structure enables design that is reusable and platform based architecture.
level. In production method, based on the problem of formalizing previous design information and reusing and platform, extractive method PLE structure that can solve problems of software design was chosen. Therefore the study, based on DMI structure, architecture level design is done in the design process and Also design information is a reusable part asset independent from platform that is reusable, considering reasonability and assembly, architecture components can be refined and stored, and part asset is flexible according to the design purpose of designer and independent parts synthesis is possible.

2. Background

2.1 PLE

To increase productivity of software, component parts are produced and assembled. However there are difficulties in maintenance for adapting to various platform changes and increasing productivity or in cases where there is need for reproduction. The most effective method for this has been continuously required and the method to solve this problem about Salter reuse and automated production method is Product Line Engineering methodology. PLE is largely composed of two stages, domain engineering that creates product assets by analyzing similarities and differences and application engineering that creates certain products that the customer wants using PLA. Domain engineering is analyzing the similarities and differences of products included in a certain domain to make a product-line asset, and it is composed of architecture design and component design. In architecture design, broad and wide design decision is made and in component design, narrow design decision is made. In component design, considering reasonability and assembly, architecture component is defined and for the product-line, the planned product must be able to be assembled by reusable asset component.

PLE methods can be divided into reactive method, proactive method, and extractive method. Reactive method is a method of gradually expanding previous software product line and a new product as needed or if new requirements occur for the current product. With low cost, software product line expansion is possible and while it is possible to flexibly respond to new requirements, it has the characteristics of being difficult to apply when there are almost no similarities between new requirements and if many parts are variable. Is adequate for when it is difficult to predict requirements for new products within the software product line. Also it is an adequate method for a domain that needs to frequently and flexibly respond to similar and new requirements between new requirements nearly suggested between users. Proactive method is a method of analyzing, designing, and implementing a complete software product line to support all ranges predicted to be needed for future products and when S/W Product Line Asset is developed, it can minimize time and effort needed in developing a product adequate for the market but it dusty characteristics of requiring long analysis and design time for software product line as well as high costs and time expenditure. Because this method requires much time and high costs, it is inadequate for cases where it exceeds the allowable range, and it is adequate for large corporations that have plenty of capital. It is adequate for a stable domain with a well defined predicted requirement about the necessary product. Extractive method is a method of analyzing and extracting similarities and differences in a system product previously developed into a software product line and it is a method of extracting information from data such as previous source code, design, and domain analysis. Because compared to proactive method it requires less cost and time, effective software reuse is possible but it dusty characteristics of not being adequate for cases when it is difficult to find similarities and differences between previously developed system. It is useful when it is possible to reuse the previous product or system and it is a useful method there are many similarities and consistency in differences between systems.

2.2 DMI

As expressed in Figure 1, DMI system structure is designed into three layers, Design Layer, Mapping Layer, and Infra Layer. Design layer is a layer that expresses design information based on UML and expresses stored information and infra layer is a layer that stores architecture and component information made into component with XML. Also, mapping layer which is the middle layer got exchanges information between design layers and stored design information is layers that converts XML information and expresses UML, as does the role of searching and managing components, and creating code. In the mapping layer, modules that models design structure expressed with UML and services for storing meta-models that compose the design structure of infra layer provided. Also it is composed of a code creation module that creates XML code by mapping stored meta-models on code
Figure 1. Meta Model Structure.
creation template. Designers authenticate divided into component designer and architecture designer and component designer registers service components and limited to registered service components they received authority to edit and delete. Registered service components support facet search that has facet lists classified by previous component search words and classification by purpose and evaluation. To create an architecture design structure where reuse independent from certain tools and platforms as possible, certification from architecture designer is received and when registering design information, the structure is modeled with UML and configuration information is stored in the product line asset. Then, a UML based editor that can visually model design structures like these is supported. To reuse architecture structure in the future, configuration information stored in the database is mapped on a code creation template composed of XMI spec to create and store as an XML code.

3. Expression of Design Information

The study used meta-model to formalize and express design information structure independent from the main environment as shown in Figure 1. Four meta-data, XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) was used to express meta-models for design information.

For design information, design was done using meta models, architecture and expansion meta-models. The first model is a meta-model to express the architecture for managing as formalized asset and the second model is an expansion meta-model to express to component for servicing according to the characteristics of the application domain of the designer. Architecture meta-model represents provision as standard design information of formalized domain area and it is expanded combining the service component of the user and this domain architecture. To express the design information of the formalized architecture, XMI was used as seen in the next figure to define meta-model. (Figure 1)

Also as seen in Figure 2, for meta-models for expressing reused and expanded architecture, meta-models that expressed pre-defined architectures were used to include architecture information and relevant information to enable expression of a new location domain, domain architecture to define meta-model expressed with XMI. The <Header> part records the type and XMI information of meta-model. (Figure 2)

![Figure 2. Domain Architecture Structure.](image-url)
of components and sets of relationships and each component is again, composed of class and sets of relationships. Like this, design architecture about service domain, previous asset is utilized to compose new domain architecture.

4. Decomposition of Design Information

4.1 Decomposition Structure of MetaModel

To define architecture structure, XMI meta-model was used and to decompose the designed architecture, operator and the calculation method for decomposition calculation was defined in follow Figure. XMI decomposition calculation has the calculation function of removing elements composing metadata in metadata. (Figure 3)

4.2 Decomposition of MetaModel

Meta-data was composed so that architecture could be stored as asset by decomposing metadata combined into reusable asset in metadata model of the synthesized architecture. Here, the process of decomposing metadata, as seen in Figure 4, a method of separating one data element by one within metadata is used. Here, in the decomposition process, the architecture to be decomposed is selected and architecture ID and element ID is obtained. (Figure 4)

Then with decomposition calculation, architecture ID and element ID are decomposed and in content domain, metadata received from decomposition calculation is decomposed. Architecture name and metadata of ID separated in this process is decomposed and the metadata about the decomposed element of architecture is decomposed to give new architecture name and ID. (Figure 5)
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![Figure 5. XMI Decomposition.](image-url)
In order to decompose architecture according to XMI decompose calculation, architecture is selected using <XMI.decompose href="architecture"> and to obtain pattern to be decomposed and relevant information in XMI.decompose calculation, each architecture is classified by xmi.id value and it is divided into elements and architecture. Using meta-model, the elements of architecture that are trying to decompose by repeating XMI decompose calculation are decomposed. Like Figure 5, architecture-ID and association-ID information is obtained and meta-model information is decomposed on XMI meta-model of architecture, then from the meta-data with expanded architecture, the architecture can be decomposed. Here, a new architecture name is given by <XMI.replace> population and name of element is changed. The architecture being decomposed within meta-model has registered the name and ID of architecture given from content domain so this decomposed, and the decomposed architecture and relevant information is decomposed together.

5. Conclusions

The study conducted an evaluation on six systems to check the changes in complexities and completion in design information for when designing at the class level and designing based on domain architecture by using decomposed and stored parts assets. In the four design information cohesion, domain design information asset of DMI was used design based on design information architecture. Here, DMI based on parts asset is applied and when the target system is designed, because of design information uses UML in the class level and it can be seen that there is higher cohesion and designing reusing parts assets.

Also when reusing parts asset to design based on domain architecture, design complexity comparatively reduced compared to when designing at the class level. Therefore DMI asset design method is stronger organizational measurement of cohesion in respect to the complexity of the system. Each system can be seen that the complexity of the results obtained by applying the higher of organization domain architecture having a strong cohesion, because reusable asset increased abstracted designing level in systems. Therefore to set the optimal number of classes and relation according to design purpose when designing system, based on previous designed experience, using optimal obstructed domain architecture as parts assets, cohesion of design information can be strengthened. Also as size of systems increase and complexities increase, by applying domain architecture, cohesion can be strengthened and by strengthening organization, organization fit for the purpose of system design can be obtained. This can be seen as an effect that can be obtained from acquiring reusability in assembly when reusing PLE parts assets based on domain engineering and strengthening of organization by parts assets refined from architecture component.
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